Fahy’s Butterfly
(A true 2 loop “Alpine Butterfly”)

I would have called this knot a “Double Alpine Butterfly” but that name already exists as
two Alpine Butterfly loops on the same side of the rope.
This knot is Simple to make,
Symmetrical in form,
has Practical uses and
is Elegant.
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How I discoved this knot:
I was practicing a Hunter’s Bend (Des Pawson Book) and wondered, “Can I do this
in the middle of a line.?
Uses:
Rescue - Fireman’s Chair
Fitted to the lower torso to raise or lower a person in a sitting position.
A better arrangement than the Spanish Bowline as the seat is at right angles to the
direction of the rope. Whilst lowering or raising, the lower part of the rope can be
held for stability or pulled about to avoid obstructions.
Vertical - Storage
The loops, of multiple knots tied in a hanging rope, can be used as “hooks” for
tools or other items. Items of different weight can be on either side.
- Ladder
Hand and Foot holds can be created with multiple knots on a vertical hanging rope.
Horizontal - Bridge
Can be the basis of a 3 rope V-Bridge. The bottom strand has multiple knots while
the two other ropes thread through the loops (formed as cow hitch) to make the
handrails.

Advantages:
This knot can be tied in the middle of a length of rope or at the end finished off with
a half hitch.
Loops will not slip with unequal applied pressure.
Quick to tie.
Easy to untie. Simply spread the two turns on the front and pull out the loops.
One or both loops can be cut without the rope failing.
Can be made with unequal sized loops for various requirements.
This knot can be tied, equally well, in thin line or 12mm rope.
Process:
Step 1.
Make a crossing turn, passing the working end behind the standing part.
Step 2.
Select a length of bight equal to the size of the two finished loops required,
plus a little for the knot.
Step 3.
Make another crossing turn, passing the working end behind the standing
part.

Step 4.
Place the second crossing turn on top of the first, without twisting the bight.

Step 5.
For equal sized loops, pick up the middle of the left side bight and pass it
through the two crossing turns, from the front, for half the length of the bight.
Hold this new loop to the left of the inside of the crossing turns. (To the right
for cross over variation.)

Cross Over variation shown.

Step 6.
Pick up the remainder of the bight, on the right, and pass it through the two
crossing turns from the back and hold this new loop to the right of the inside
of the crossing turns. (To the left for cross over variation.)
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Step 7.
Place your left hand over the loose arrangement and hold while you work the
knot tight by pulling on the various parts.
Note. You may have to slightly twist each loop to form the knot correctly.

Variation: “Cross Over”
When passing each side of the bight through the crossing turns, (Steps 5,6),
cross them over by holding each on the opposite side of the inside of the
crossing turns, and work tight. This results in a tighter knot, less susceptible
to twisting under pressure from pulling on the ends.

“Double Loop Hook”
By spreading the top two turns far enough around the knot, the two loops
come together to form a double loop hook.
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